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Abstract
We find evidence of selective exposure to confirmatory information among 300,000 users on
the investor social network StockTwits. Self-described bulls are 5 times more likely to follow a
user with a bullish view of the same stock than self-described bears. This tendency exists even
among professional investors and is strongest for investors who trade on their beliefs. Selective
exposure generates differences in the newsfeeds of bulls and bears: over a 50-day period, a
bull will see 70 more bullish messages and 15 fewer bearish messages than a bear over the
same period. Moreover, beliefs formed in these “echo-chambers” are associated with lower expost returns. Finally, we show that selective exposure creates “information silos” in which the
diversity of received signals is high across users’ newsfeeds but is low within users’ newsfeeds
and that this siloing of information is positively related to trading volume.
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Introduction

Traditional models in finance – where investors have common priors, observe the same public signals, and update their beliefs according to Bayes’ rule – have a difficult time explaining the high
trading volume observed in financial markets. Difference of opinion models argue that high levels
of volume can emerge when investors disagree, either because they interpret information differently
(e.g., Varian, 1985; Harris and Raviv, 1993; Kandel and Pearson, 1995) or see different information
(e.g., Hong and Stein 1999). But these papers are often silent about why processing or information sets are persistently different across investors. This paper proposes and finds evidence for a
mechanism that can sustain disagreement: selective exposure to confirmatory information. In other
words, investors deliberately choose to consume information that aligns with their prior views, a
phenomenon known as echo chambers.
Empirical evidence for echo chambers has been found among Republicans and Democrats,
churchgoers and non-churchgoers, and smokers and non-smokers (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2011;
Brock and Balloun, 1967). We study echo chambers in the context of financial markets where, for
example, a Tesla bull chooses to consume more positive information about Tesla than a Tesla bear,
leading to persistent disagreement between bulls and bears about Tesla’s prospects.
At first blush, it might seem odd that investors would behave this way. After all, there is a strong
financial incentive to form correct beliefs about prices in a financial market setting. If Republicans
watch Fox News and Democrats watch MSNBC, there is no immediate mechanism that causes them
financial losses. However, if Tesla bulls strategically ignore negative information about Tesla this
could lead to significant financial harm. Traders have a financial incentive to seek out value-relevant
information, regardless of whether it confirms their prior.
Despite this strong incentive, we find overwhelming evidence of selective exposure to confirmatory information when we examine 25 million posts and 9.5 million follower-connections by
300,000 users of StockTwits, one of the largest social networks for investors and traders. Because
StockTwits users declare themselves bullish (or bearish) in their posts, and because we observe who
they choose to follow, we can measure the extent to which users place themselves in echo chambers.
We find that self-described bulls are 5 times more likely to follow a user with a bullish view
of the same stock than self-described bears. Moreover, this selective exposure generates significant
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differences in the newsfeeds of bulls and bears: over a 50-day period, a bull will see 70 more bullish
messages and 15 fewer bearish messages than a bear over the same period. We find a similar pattern
with “likes”: bulls will like 40 more bullish messages and 8 fewer bearish messages than a bear over
the same 50-day period.
Most of our regression analyses are at the user-stock-day level, so we are able to include stockday fixed effects to account flexibly for stock-specific news or arbitrary attention shocks at the
stock-day level, which are the focus of the financial attention literature (Tetlock, 2007; Da et al.,
2011; García, 2013). In these specifications, we identify echo-chamber effects by comparing the
behavior of self-declared bulls and self-declared bears for the same stock on the same day. In this
case, the degree of selective exposure to information we find is large: declaring as a bull (rather than
a bear) today increases the baseline rate of following a bull by 41 percent.
We also examine three sources of heterogeneity in the degree of selective exposure to understand
the importance of echo chambers. First, we examine heterogeneity by self-reported experience
(Novice, Intermediate, Professional). Though we find that selective exposure is more pronounced
for novices, we also observe significant selective exposure among professionals.
Second, we find that when an investor has “skin in the game” he or she is more likely to seek
confirmatory information. To do this we identify bullish and bearish posts that also include a declaration of trade (e.g. “$TSLA. Just added 100 shares.”). We find that users with trade declarations
exhibit approximately twice the selective exposure to confirmatory information.
Third, we examine heterogeneity in selective exposure decisions around the arrival of news.
Surprisingly, we find that selective exposure to information is nearly twice as large around earnings
announcements, when we would expect public news to cause convergence in beliefs. In other words,
information events push people further into their echo chambers, which makes it more difficult for
their beliefs to converge. In this way, we provide a complementary mechanism for the results in
Kandel and Pearson (1995), who observe (analyst) disagreement and trading volume increase after
earnings announcements. Kandel and Pearson (1995) argue that analysts differentially interpret
the same public signal, whereas our findings imply that investors choose to be exposed to more
polarized information.
If investors selectively expose themselves to information, we would expect information to cluster by sentiment within receivers. For example, if 4 bearish messages and 4 bullish messages are
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sent out by StockTwits’ users, we would not expect most users to receive 50% bearish and 50%
bullish messages in their newsfeed. Instead, we would expect information to be siloed, with a disproportionate share of users receiving only bullish or only bearish signals. This is precisely what
we find when we compare the expected number of all-the-same-sentiment messages per user under random assignment to the empirical frequency. For example, when we would expect a user to
receive all-the-same-sentiment messages with probability 38% we see this occur 50% of the time.
Moreover, consistent with echo chambers, we find receivers are more likely to receive all bullish
(bearish) signals if they have recently declared themselves a bull (bear).
Our final tests consider the implications of echo chambers for returns and trading volume. First,
we document an inverse relationship between beliefs on StockTwits and future returns: bullish
(bearish) declarations on StockTwits are associated with XXX% lower (higher) future abnormal
returns over the next YYYY trading days. However, the size of this underperformance gap, depends
on whether the declaration was made inside an echo chamber. For example, for a declaration by a
user who has no diversity in his newsfeed over the prior 30-days (i.e. all signals received were the
same), the underperformance gap jumps to ZZZ%. On the other hand, for a declaration by a user
who has maximum diversity in his newsfeed over the proceeding month (i.e. half the signals were
bullish and half were bearish) the underperformance gap shrinks to FFFF%. This finding suggests
a potentially large welfare cost to selective exposure behavior.
Second, we relate echo chambers to trading volume by constructing measures which capture
how information is clustered in the social network. For each stock-day when messages are sent
by StockTwits users, we calculate both the mean and standard deviation of each receiver’s signal.
We call the dispersion in the mean of receivers’ signals “received disagreement,” and the average
standard deviation of receivers’ signals “received uncertainty.” For example, suppose there are 4
new messages about Tesla, 2 bearish and 2 bullish, and 10 StockTwits users see at least one of
them. If all 10 users see all 4 messages then received disagreement is low (they all saw the same set
of messages) and received uncertainty is high (each of them gets mixed sentiment messages about
Tesla). However, if half of them see the 2 bullish messages and the other half see the 2 bearish
messages, then received disagreement is high and received uncertainty is low (each of them gets
2 consistent messages about Tesla). In this case, we say information is “siloed,” consistent with
selective exposure.
3

When we examine information silos and trading, we find higher trading volume precisely when
information silos are more pronounced, i.e., when received disagreement is high and received uncertainty is low. For a standard deviation increase in these information siloing measures, the increase
in trading volume is similar to a standard deviation increase in sender disagreement. That is, the
relationship between volume and disagreement is related to both the dispersion in signals sent as
well as the dispersion in signals received.
Our central contribution is to provide novel evidence of echo chambers in a financial market
context. Echo chambers are related to two well-established concepts in the psychology literature:
confirmation bias and selective exposure theory. Confirmation bias occurs when individuals systematically acquire and interpret information in support of prior beliefs (Nickerson, 1998). Selective
exposure theory is the study of biased information acquisition, which is of central importance in
the study of media and communication (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2014). Combining these concepts,
an echo chamber emerges when individuals tilt their information acquisition toward sources that
confirm their prior views.
By studying information acquisition, we introduce a novel perspective to the behavioral finance
literature on confirmation bias. Despite a long-standing interest in confirmation bias,1 the behavioral finance literature largely focuses on how individuals interpret information, which is a feature
of models of confirmation bias (Rabin and Schrag, 1999; Camerer, 1999), as well as empirical
evidence on confirmation-biased behaviors (Pouget et al., 2017; Charness and Dave, 2017). Our
evidence of echo chambers is evidence of confirmation-biased information acquisition, which slows
the arrival of new information that is inconsistent with the individual’s prior. Given the importance of information arrival for the updating of beliefs, the emergence of echo chambers provides a
rationale for why beliefs diverge in the first place.
Our findings also contribute to the broader literature on selective exposure, which dates back to
the original theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).2 Aside from the evidence of medical
1 The

behavioral finance literature has long recognized that confirmation bias could manifest in financial contexts. In
perhaps the earliest reference to the concept in behavioral economics, Thaler (1987)’s preface to the of Journal Economic
Perspectives series on anomalies argues that confirmation bias could be one explanation for the literature’s strict adherence
to a rational paradigm.
2 Aside from cognitive dissonance, the broader literature in psychology, communications and politics has identified
other possible reasons for selective exposure. For example, research has shown that selected information is cognitively
easier to process (Ziemke, 1980), that selective exposure reflects judgments about information quality (Fischer et al.,
2008), and that selective exposure is affected by moods and emotions (Valentino et al., 2009). Despite the extensive
literature on selective exposure theory and its underlying mechanisms, empirical evidence for the selective exposure
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testing avoidance (Sullivan et al., 2004; Oster et al., 2013), a limitation of most of the empirical
evidence on selective exposure is that it is derived from surveys and controlled experiments with
low stakes which could fail to replicate in real-life decisions (Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng,
2009). Our research overcomes this limitation by showing strong selective exposure effects by
individuals in financial markets, which have large economic stakes.
Our findings on selective exposure also relate to the economics literature on information avoidance (Golman et al., 2017), which identifies several related mechanisms that could lead individuals
to avoid information. Most notably, our findings are distinct from the “optimism maintenance” or
motivated beliefs channel, which posits that optimistic beliefs are valued unto themselves, giving
rise to wishful thinking (Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005; Benabou, 2015; Banerjee et al., 2019).
Indeed, though motivated beliefs could explain why bulls subscribe to other bulls, our symmetric
evidence that bears subscribe to other bears implies that the selective exposure effects we observe
are not entirely driven by the utility benefits of optimism.
Our evidence also relates to the literature on limited and selective attention in financial markets (Barber and Odean, 2008; Golman and Loewenstein, 2016). Most of the empirical literature
on attention has focused on market aggregates of attention to particular stocks, either by retail investors or by institutional investors (Da et al., 2011; Ben-Rephael et al., 2017, 2020; Fedyk, 2019),
but information on individual information choices is scarce. Prior work has examined the discrete
choice to access online account information, and how the timing of account logins relates to periods
of market stress (Sicherman et al., 2016) or personal financial hardship (Olafsson and Pagel, 2017).
Though the timing of accessing account information is a related phenomenon, the selective exposure
of investors to information sources on StockTwits is conceptually different. In our setting, users already pay attention to financial information, but their cross-sectional selection of which information
sources to consume serves to amplify dispersion in their initial beliefs.
Finally, our findings contribute to the recent literature on sources of disagreement, and the implications of disagreement for market outcomes (Banerjee and Kremer, 2010; Banerjee et al., 2018;
Giannini et al., 2018; Cookson and Niessner, 2020). This literature has argued that disagreement
can arise because of differential interpretation of information (i.e., different models), or from different information sets (e.g., see seminal contributions by Kandel and Pearson, 1995, and Hong and
hypothesis is mixed (e.g., see critiques in Frey, 1986 and Taber and Lodge, 2006).
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Stein, 1999).3 Our work most closely relates to this second strand of research, which has focused
on gradual information diffusion, or different investors observing information at different times, as
an explanation for disagreement and trading (Hong and Stein, 2007; Bailey et al., 2018).4 However,
without a friction that slows information transmission, gradual information diffusion is a puzzling
phenomenon. Our contribution is to to show that selective exposure to confirmatory information
leads to persistent cross-sectional informational differences, which provides a credible friction to
sustain informational differences and the slow information diffusion observed in the literature (e.g.,
Chang et al., 2014), as well as a credible rationale for trading.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data on following behavior and
messages on StockTwits. Section 3 provides our main results on how investors selectively expose
themselves to information sources on StockTwits. Section 4 connects our evidence on selective
exposure to stock turnover. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with implications for future research.

2

StockTwits Data

We have message-level data and follower interactions data from 2013 through 2019 taken from the
investor social network, StockTwits. In this section, we provide a background of the StockTwits
data, describe the message-level information from StockTwits, and summarize our novel followernetwork data.

2.1

Background on StockTwits

StockTwits is an increasingly-popular social networking platform for investors to share opinions
about stocks. For users of the platform, the interface resembles Twitter in which participants post
messages of up to 140 characters and use “cashtags” with the stock symbol (e.g., $AAPL or $BTC
3 Recent empirical work has shown that both informational and modeling differences contribute to disagreement and to

trading volume. For example, using a decomposition based on investor approaches on StockTwits, Cookson and Niessner
(2020) provide evidence that differential interpretation accounts for about half of the dispersion of opinion, and that both
different models and different information sets are related to trading volume.
4 For example, Chang et al. (2014) provide evidence in favor of slow diffusion of information in the context of Chinese financial markets, showing that linguistically-diverse areas express more diverse opinions than linguistically-similar
areas. In the context of the U.S. housing market, Bailey et al. (2018) show that differential exposure to housing price
optimism through Facebook connections leads to dispersion of house price expectations. These papers show that different
exposures to information affect financial market outcomes, but they are agnostic regarding how individuals choose which
information to consume. In a similar vein to these papers on informational exposures, Heimer (2014; 2016) shows that
social network exposures to friends in a social network leads to more trading through a disposition effect mechanism.
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for Apple or Bitcoin) to link the user’s message to a particular company. Cashtags allow users to
aggregate opinions about particular stocks or other assets in a broader discussion, just like hashtags
provide a similar function on Twitter.
Table 1 presents summary information on the composition of our sample at the user-stockday level (Panel (a)), at the stock-user level across days (Panel (b)), and at the stock-day level
(Panel (c), which provides context for our volume regressions). StockTwits users comprise a crosssection of market participants, ranging across categories of experience from Novice, Intermediate
to Professional. Panel (a) of Table 1 shows that most StockTwits users do not select an experience
classification, but of those who do identify their level of experience, nearly 20% (> 9,000) indicate
that they are professionals. From a reading of profiles, most professionals on StockTwits work in
finance or list professional financial certifications (e.g., CFA charterholders). We report examples
of professional investor profiles in the Appendix (Table A.1). Although StockTwits users are not
a perfectly-representative sample of investors, the opinions expressed on StockTwits have been
shown to have external reliability – e.g., both Cookson and Niessner (2020) and Giannini et al.
(2018) show that different proxies for dispersion of sentiment sensibly relate to market-level trading
volume, particularly around earnings announcements, which is the focus of classical studies of
analyst dispersion (Kandel and Pearson, 1995).
Beyond providing textual information, a useful feature of StockTwits from the standpoint of
academic research is that the platform encourages users to self-classify their messages using a stamp
that indicates whether a message’s sentiment is bullish or bearish. Approximately 80% of sentimentstamped messages are bullish (Panel (a), Table 1). Further, old messages cannot be deleted from
StockTwits, which preserves the incentives of users to post truthful best forecasts for their followerbase, and ensures that the data we extract from StockTwits reflects an unselected view of how users
viewed the market at each date in our sample.

2.1.1

Message Sample

StockTwits provided us with the full history of messages posted to StockTwits from 2013 through
November 2019. We restrict attention to messages that are classified by users as either bullish
or bearish, keep tickers with at least 2,000 messages, eliminate “robo users” (users that ever post
over 1,000 messages in a single day), and eliminate messages about more than one ticker (so that
7

sentiment that can be directly linked to a specific stock). Our final sample contains approximately
25 million messages by nearly 300,000 unique users regarding about 1,000 unique symbols (stocks,
indexes and other assets). Aggregating to the stock-user-day level, our analysis sample contains
approximately 11 million observations.
For each message in the sample, we observe the precise timestamp of when it is posted to
StockTwits, the user identifier for the individual who posted the message, the self-declared sentiment (bearish = -1, bullish = 1, and unclassified). We focus on the user-classified sample, excluding
unclassified messages, because we do not wish to take a stand on the sentiment of unclassified messages, and because the sentiment-stamp on StockTwits is a salient signal to potential followers.5

2.1.2

Follower Sample

To our knowledge, we are the first to study the decisions to follow other users using StockTwits. The
data contain each following decision (user follows another), user identifiers of both users involved in
the connection and the precise time-stamp of the decision to follow another user. The follower data
also contain information on the messages that each user likes, the identities of the individuals who
posted these messages, and the timing of the liking. Decisions to follow other users can be seen
as individuals’ decisions about which information sources to include in their newsfeed, because
the followed user’s subsequent messages automatically enter the follower’s newsfeed. The liking
decisions provide complementary information about whether the user interacts with the message in
question, thereby giving us indirect insight into information consumption (as well as preferences
for different types of messages).
In our tests of selective exposure, we are particularly interested in relating follower interactions
to recent sentiment declarations by both users. More concretely, we use the user-identifier and the
timestamp of the decision to follow another users to link these follower decisions to the message
sample at high frequency. For example, if a user Gary posted a bullish message about $TSLA on
January 4th, thereby declaring himself as a $TSLA bull, we identify the identities of the users that
Gary subsequently follows , as well as their declarations about $TSLA. To the extent that Gary’s
subsequent follows are disproportionately $TSLA bulls versus $TSLA bears, we will conclude that
5 Cookson and Niessner (2020) use the user-classified messages to train a maximum entropy classifier to classify
the unclassified messages. However, using the classified messages did not affect the properties of the sentiment and
disagreement measures.
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Gary selectively exposes himself to information that confirms the prior indicated by his initial declaration.

2.2

Identifying Bullish versus Bearish Declarations in StockTwits

For the majority of our tests, we work with the message and follower data at the user-symbol-day
level of aggregation. This aggregation choice alleviates the concern that our findings are driven
by a few users who post many messages about the same stock per day. To aggregate sentiment in
the presence of multiple messages, we classify a user as bullish (bearish) about a particular stock
on date t if at least 90% of the messages posted by that user for a stock-day express bullish (bearish) sentiment. Our conclusions are not sensitive to the threshold we use in classifying sentiment,
because users rarely have conflicting sentiment about the same symbol on the same day.
Using this classification, we observe that declared bulls about a particular stock are significantly
more likely than a random person in StockTwits to express bullish sentiment about that same stock
over the 50 days after declaring as a bull (see Panel (a) of Figure 1). Symmetrically, in Panel
(b) of Figure 1, we observe that an individual who declares as bearish about a stock is also much
more likely to continue to express bearish sentiment over the subsequent 50 days. The withinindividual persistence of sentiment about a particular stock is useful because we take an individual’s
declaration of bullish sentiment about a stock as a statement of their identity as a bull or a bear.
Our analysis focuses on bullish versus bearish sentiment and information acquisition decisions
at the symbol-day level. However, bullishness or bearishness could also be a fixed characteristic of
an individual, irrespective of the symbol. To evaluate this possibility, we check whether a user’s
declared sentiment is the same across symbol on a given day. Specifically, in Panel (b) of Table
1, we restrict attention to three subsets of user-day observations in which users make sentiment
declarations about multiple stocks on the same day: user-days with declarations about 2 stocks, 3
stocks, and 4 stocks. In each case, we compute the frequency of all-bullish, all-bearish and mixed
sentiment declarations, and as a comparison, the theoretical probability of each possibility given
the overall composition of bullish/bearish declarations. Regardless of the number of stocks users
declare about on a given day, the empirical frequency of all-bullish and all-bearish is more common
than would be expected if the distribution were random, indicating that bullishness is – to some
degree – an individual characteristic. However, there is substantial variation in sentiment within9

user but across symbols (i.e., days where users express mixed sentiment is certainly well above
zero). For this reason, it is important that our analyses account for individual heterogeneity in
bullishness by including individual fixed effects.
In the timing of our tests of selective exposure, decisions about information sources are made
at date t + k (k days after t, the day we classify the user as bullish/bearish about the stock). We
classify StockTwits users who are followed by the original user at date t + k in the same manner
we classified the original user. That is, we say the original user followed another bullish user at
date t + k if at least 90% of the followed user’s messages about the same stock on date t + k are
bullish (and similarly for bearish sentiment). The intuition is that – because expressed sentiment is
persistent – the choice to follow someone who declares as bullish about stock s on date t + k is a
choice to be exposed to (mostly) bullish information about stock s.

2.3

Echo Chambers by Security

To provide a contextual description for the formation of “echo chambers,” Table 2 presents lists
of the top 10 symbols (securities) by the amount of selective exposure to bearish versus bullish
information out of the top 100 symbols by message volume in the sample. To identify the symbols
that have the most marked bearish echo chambers, we keep only user-symbol-day observations in
which the user is a declared bear on dayt − 1. Then, we estimate the specification:

Follow Bearsit =ξt + γs + λi + εsit

(1)

in which the dependent variable Follow Bearsit is an indicator for whether user i followed more
bearish than bullish users about symbol s between dates t + 1 and t + k (net of unfollows). The
regression includes date (ξt ), user (λt ) and symbol (γs ) fixed effects. The symbol fixed effects
capture the degree to which users who declared as bearish on date t − 1 are more likely to follow
other declared bears on date t, capturing the degree of selective exposure to bearish information at
the symbol level. To identify bullish echo chambers, we estimate an analogous specification.
The top 10 lists provide useful contextual validation on the systematic formation of echo chambers. Notably, the bearish echo chambers include stocks and assets that had sustained bullish runs
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during our sample period (2013-2018), and also had vocal groups of users who remained bearish in
the presence of the bull run. Indeed, consistent with this interpretation, the SPDR S&P500 index
ETF – which had its longest bull market spanning our sample frame – is the top bearish echo chamber in our data set. Other notable stock-level echo chambers in our top 10 list include Beyond Meat,
Tesla, Snap, and Bitcoin.
The top 10 list of bullish echo chambers provides an interesting contrast. The bullish echo
chamber stocks tend to be pure play stocks in very particular markets: six of the top ten bullish echo
chambers are stocks of pharmaceutical or medical technology firms (some with their main products
in clinical trials).
These stock-level insights are consistent with our regression analysis at the user-stock-day level,
which controls for arbitrary stock-day level confounds using stock-day fixed effects. This more
systematic analysis rules out obvious confounders that could drive differences across stocks, such
as user attention and the effects of media or corporate releases. We now turn to this systematic
analysis.

3
3.1

Evidence on Echo Chambers
Graphical Evidence

In this section, we present several pieces of graphical evidence that users who declare as bullish
(bearish) about a particular stock selectively expose themselves to information that confirms their
initial declaration. To be consistent with the regression analysis in the following section, we perform
the graphical analysis at the user-stock-day level.
Figure 2 illustrates the connection between user declarations of sentiment about a particular
stock, and whether subsequent follows are of users declaring the same sentiment in that stock. On
StockTwits, the choice of whom to follow implies future exposure to the followed user’s posts
because these posts show up in the user’s newsfeed. Specifically, Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows how
the net number of follows of bullish users per declaration evolves over the 50 days after a user
declares as a bull (solid line) or declares as a bear (dashed line). Consistent with echo chambers
in sentiment, users who declare as bullish follow significantly more new users who are also bullish
about the same stocks, and this tendency to follow bulls is much greater than for users declare
11

themselves bearish. The magnitude of this difference is substantial: net follows of bulls increases
0.35 follows per declaration of bullish sentiment at date t = 0, but net follows of bulls only increase
by roughly 0.08 per bearish declaration.
Panel (b) of Figure 2 shows that the relationship between declared sentiment and the type of
subsequent follows is symmetric and opposite for the growth of bearish follows. Relative to declared bulls, declared bears follow significantly more new users who are bearish in the same stocks.
Although the magnitudes are smaller because there are fewer bearish individuals to follow on StockTwits, the relative ratio is similar. In the 50-day window after declaration, declared bears increase
the number of bearish follows by 0.08 per declaration, compared with a 0.026 additional bearish
follows per bullish declaration. Simply put, both bullish and bearish users tend to follow other users
whose opinions are more similar to their own.
A potential issue with equating decisions of whom to follow (bulls versus bears) with decisions
about information sources is that these follows may not manifest into differential exposure to bullish
versus bearish information if the followed users do not post much or change their views after the
initial declaration. In Figure 3, we address this possibility by relating declarations of bearish versus
bullish sentiment to subsequent information in the user’s newsfeed. The number of bullish messages
in a user’s newsfeed is substantially greater for users who declared as bullish on date t = 0 than for
users who declared as bearish on date t = 0. Specifically, over a 50-day period following the user’s
declaration of bullish versus bearish sentiment, this difference amounts to roughly 70 new bullish
messages for a declared bull versus a declared bear. In addition, a declared bull can expect to see 16
fewer bearish messages than a declared bear over this 50 day period.
One concern with the raw messages result in Figure 3 is that it could be driven by a few users
who post a disproportionately large number of messages. We address this by counting the number
of user impressions or user-days instead of messages (i.e., one bullish post by a user about the stock
on date t is counted as one bullish impression, as is 10 bullish posts by a user about the same stock
on the same day). Figure 4 presents the results. Similar to our findings using messages, we observe
that the number of bullish user impressions is substantially greater for users who declared as bullish
on date t = 0 than for users who declared as bearish on date t = 0. Indeed, on a per-day basis,
roughly 95% of user impressions are bullish in the newsfeed of a declared bull, whereas only 65%
of user impressions are bullish in the newsfeed of a declared bear.
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Figures 2 through 4 show that declared bulls and bears selectively follow other users with likeminded views (Figure 2), thereby leading to more information in the user’s newsfeed that confirms
the user’s initial view (Figure 3). However, it is possible that the user may not pay attention to the
inflow of posts in their newsfeed. To evaluate this possibility, we examine whether an user is more
likely to like bearish versus bullish posts after the initial declaration of sentiment: a like implies
that an individual read or engaged with the post, as well as approved of its content. Consistent with
users actively paying attention to the differential information in their newsfeeds, Figure 5 shows
that likes exhibit the same patterns as follows of bulls versus bears and the eventual sentiment in
their newsfeeds. In the 50-day window after declaring as a bull or a bear, declared bullish users like
more than 120 bullish posts in comparison to 40 likes of bullish posts by declared bearish users.

3.2

Regression Analysis

In this section, we subject the graphical patterns in the previous section to regression analyses that
account for time-varying heterogeneity by security, as well as individual heterogeneity in the types
of users an user would choose to follow.

3.2.1

Choosing Information Sources

Focusing on the decision to add positive information sources to one’s newsfeed (highlighted in Panel
(a) of Figure 2), we link declarations of sentiment to subsequent following decisions using a linear
probability model of the form:

Follow Bullsi,t→t+k = γi + ηst + β1 Declare Bull si,t=0 + εsit

(2)

where the dependent variable Follow Bullsi,t→t+k is an indicator for whether user i followed
more bullish than bearish users about stock s between dates t + 1 and t + k (net of unfollows).
The explanatory variable of interest is Declare Bull si,t=0 , which is an indicator equal to 1 if user
i declared bullish sentiment about stock s on date t. The coefficient of interest β1 is the change
in the probability of adding more bulls than bears to the newsfeed (between dates t + 1 and t + k)
associated with a user declaring themselves to be bullish about a stock on day t. Essentially, this
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coefficient captures the degree of assortative matching (homophily) in newsfeeds: bears following
bears and bulls following bulls.
To account for individual heterogeneity (e.g., optimism or rate of following), we include a person fixed effect γi . We also absorb all time-varying heterogeneity by stock by including symbol-date
(stock-day) fixed effects γst . This fine-grained fixed effects structure is able to account for any omitted variables at the firm-day level, such as earnings announcements, information releases, media
attention, or news more generally. Thus, the coefficient of interest β1 is identified from the bullish
declarations about the same firms on the same days by different users (i.e., we use cross-user, within
firm-date variation, netting out time invariant user heterogeneity). To account for within-person correlation of errors, standard errors are clustered at the user level.
Table 3 presents the results from estimating equation (2). Across specifications, we find that
decisions to follow another user reflect a user’s declared sentiment. The coefficient estimate for
β1 is statistically significant at the 1% level for all specifications, and the implied change in the
probability is meaningful. For example, the estimate from column 3 implies that a declared bullish
user on day t is 1.73 percentage points more likely to change her newsfeed in a bullish direction
(by following more bulls than bears) over the next 5 days than a declared bearish user. This effect
is 40% of the unconditional probability of following more bulls than bears over this period of 4.29
percent. Critically, these specifications improve on the graphical evidence in Figure 2 because the
granular fixed effects structure of these regressions rules out explanations that vary at the firm-day
level (i.e., unobserved media attention, news coverage, company announcements). Additionally, the
individual fixed effects account for individual heterogeneity in optimism.
Next, we refine the specification by including user-symbol fixed effects in place of user fixed
effects. In the specification with user-symbol fixed effects, we identify selective exposure from
within user-symbol changes in the decision to follow bullish users. The estimate in column (4)
implies that a declared bullish user on day t is 1.04 percentage points more likely follow more bulls
than bears over the next 5 days than a declared bearish user. Interestingly, the estimated magnitude
is 40% less after accounting for user-symbol fixed effects, which suggests that there is important
within-user heterogeneity in the degree of selective exposure.
Though these point estimates may not seem large initially, they are large relative to the low
base rate of decisions to follow other users. Most users do not choose to follow new users on
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most days. To illustrate this idea, columns (5) and (6) are run on a subset of observations for
which the user follows at least one new user over the 5 days subsequent to a sentiment declaration.
Conditional on making a new follow, a declared bull is about 17 percentage points more likely to
follow more bulls than bears relative to a declared bear. If we include user-symbol fixed effects, this
estimate of selective exposure is 9.8 percentage points. In short, these regressions present evidence
of substantial assortative matching (echo chambers) in users’ endogenous selection of information
sources, after absorbing a wide variety of potential confounding effects.

3.2.2

Evidence of Selective Exposure from Trade Declarations

A possible concern about our setting is that individuals who post on StockTwits do not necessarily
have a financial stake in these opinions. We address this concern by analyzinig the text of the tweets
for indications that the user bought or sold the stock (e.g., “I just bought $TSLA” or “I just closed
my position in $SPOT”). We construct indicator variables for whether a user i buys (Buyers,i,t ) or
sells (Sellers,i,t ) the security s on date t.
We use these indicators to examine whether selective exposure is stronger or weaker for individuals who have skin in the game. Specifically, we link declarations of sentiment and trading to
later decisions to follow other users using a linear probability model:

Follow Bulls,i,t→t+k = γi + ηs,t + β1 Declare Bull s,i,t=0 + β2 Declare Bulls,i,t=0 × trades,i,t=0 + εs,i,t
(3)
where the dependent variable Follow Bulls,i,t→t+k is an indicator for whether user i followed
more bullish (or bearish) users about stock s between dates t + 1 and t + k (net of unfollows). Relative to the base specification in equation (2), this specification also includes the interaction between
declaration of bullish sentiment and whether the user declared trading the secuirty (Declare Bulls,i,t=0 ×
trades,i,t=0 ). In this specification, the coefficient β1 is the change in the probability of following
more bullish users in the days after a user declares as bullish about a stock on day t for a user who
does not declare a trade. The coefficient on the interaction β2 captures the change in the baseline
selective exposure rate if the user also declares a trade.
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Table 4 presents the results from estimating equation (3). The odd columns of the table present
the baseline estimates without the interaction, whereas the even columns also introduce the interaction with trading. Columns (1) through (4) focus on the selective exposure of declared bullish users.
The baseline estimate in column (1) shows a very similar estimate of selective exposure to our main
specifications: A declared bullish user is 1.68 percentage points more likely to follow other bullish
users between days t + 1 and t + 5 than a declared bearish user. Relative to this benchmark, declared
traders exhibit significantly more selctive exposure. The specification in column (2) implies that a
declared bullish user is an additional 1.17 percentage points more likely to follow another declared
bull between days t + 1 and t + 5 if they also declared a trade at day t. That is, if we condition on
the users who have declared trades, the degree of selective exposure is greater, not less.
Furthermore, columns (3) and (4) refine the identification by including user-symbol fixed effects. In this specification, the interaction coefficient is essentially comparing two bullish declarations by a user about the same security – one with a declared trade and the other without. Using
within user-symbol variation does not meaningfully affect the estimated magnitude of the interaction coefficient.
In columns (5) through (8), we estimate the analagous specifications, but for declared bears
and their propensity to follow other declared bears. We find a symmetric effect for declared bears:
declared bears are significantly more likely to follow other declared bears, and this propensity to
follow other bears is significantly greater if declared bears also declare that they have sold the
security (or taken an inverse position). The magnitude of the change in the probability is smaller (0.3
to 0.43 percentage points), but the degree of selective exposure relative to the base rate of following
other bearish users is greater (38%-59% of the base rate of following bears). Moreover, for the
specification in column (8) that includes user-security fixed effects, we find that the interaction with
Sellers,i,t contributes more to selective exposure of declared bears who sell than does the baseline
coefficient estimate on Declared Bears,i,t — 0.44 versus 0.29 percentage points.
3.2.3

Evidence on Information Flows

We now examine whether the decision to follow someone affects the subsequent information flow
observed in the user’s newsfeed, and whether the sentiment matches the user’s initial declaration.
The specification follows a similar structure to the analysis of follows, except that the dependent
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variable indicates how much bullish (bearish) information actually is present in the newsfeed after
the user declares as bullish (bearish). In the case of bullish information, we estimate:

Bullish user impressionss,i,t+k = γi + ηs,t + β1 Declare Bull s,i,t + εs,i,t

(4)

where Bullish user impressionss,i,t+k is the number of bullish user impressions about security
s in the newsfeed of user i, k days after user i declares as bullish. Also, Declare Bulls,i,t is the
indicator of declared bullish sentiment we use in our follower regression specifications above. The
coefficient of interest β1 represents the expected increase in the number of bullish user impressions
in the user’s newsfeed on date t + k after declaring as bullish on date t. As in the follow regressions,
we use symbol-day fixed effects to account for time-varying heterogeneity by security, and user
fixed effects to account for individual heterogeneity. We also estimate the analogous specification
for Bearish user impressions.
Table 5 presents the results, which confirm that the inflow of information into a user’s newsfeed
matches the user’s initial declaration about the stock. Specifically, in the odd columns we estimate
that users who declare as bullish about security s on date t can expect to see roughly 0.35 more
bullish user impressions per day over the first five days following the initial bullish declaration.
This effect on information flow represents an increase of approximately 17% of the average daily
inflow of bullish user impressions in their newsfeed. The even columns of Table 5reflect a similar
inflow of bearish messages in the days following a bearish declaration about a security. Specifically,
we estimate that a user who declares as bearish about security s on date t can expect to see roughly
0.1 more bearish user impressions per day about security s. Though the expected number of user
impressions is smaller for bears than for bulls, this effect is about 40% of the average daily inflow
of bearish user impressions about a security in their newsfeed. That is, we observe significant
and persistent differences in the information environment of declared bulls compared with declared
bears, another indication that users are systematically displaying selective exposure to confirmatory
information.
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3.2.4

Evidence on Information Consumption

The evidence on follows and information content of the newsfeeds indicates that users select information to be placed into their newsfeeds. However, it does not show that this differential exposure to
bullish versus bearish information is received by the user. Figure 5 addressed this concern by showing that likes of bearish versus bullish posts exhibit the same pattern as follows and information
content, thereby showing that users receive and interact with the information.6
We now examine this relation in a regression, with fixed effects, analogous to our other specifications:

Likes o f bullish messagess,i,t+k = γi + ηs,t + β1 Declare Bull s,i,t + εs,i,t

(5)

where the dependent variable is the number of user i’s likes of bullish messages about security s on date t + k (i.e., k days after we observe user i declare as bullish about security s), and
Declare Bulls,i,t is the indicator of declared bullish sentiment we use in our follower regression
specifications above. The coefficient of interest β1 represents the expected increase in likes of
bullish messages on date t + k after declaring as bullish about security s on date t. We include highdimensional security-day fixed effects to account for time-varying heterogeneity by firm, and user
fixed effects to account for individual heterogeneity.
Table 6 presents the results. Specifically, referring to the odd columns, we estimate that declared
bulls about security s on date t can be expected to like roughly 3.1 to 3.7 additional bullish messages
per day about security s over the first five days after the initial bullish declaration. This effect
on information flow represents an increase of 55% to 65% of the average daily inflow of liked
bullish messages in a user’s newsfeed for a particular security. Turning to the bearish information
consumption specifications in the even columns, we estimate that a declared bear about security s
on date t tends to like roughly 2.0 to 2.5 more bearish messages per day about the indicated stock.
6 In

a finance context, it is rare to have information on information consumption, as in this case. Using a political analogy, the follows specifications are like observing whether an individual records Fox News versus MSNBC, the
information-in-newsfeed specifications are like observing whether Fox News has conservative content versus MSNBC
has liberal content, and the analysis of likes is similar to observing whether individuals actually watch the recorded news
programs (via commenting on particular stories or liking particular pieces of information). The level of detail we have in
the StockTwits data set is like having person-level Nielsen set-top box data in the political news arena.
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Though the expected number of liked bearish messages is smaller, this effect is 34% to 44% of
the average daily inflow of bearish messages in a user’s newsfeed. That is, we observe significant
differences in the sentiment of liked messages for declared bulls compared with declared bears, an
indication that the selective exposure of the information environment is attended to by the user.

3.3

Heterogeneity and Mechanisms

Next, we turn to evaluating two sources of heterogeneity. First, we examine whether the arrival of
news – e.g., on earnings announcement days – leads to a reduction or amplification of the degree of
selective exposure. Second, we evaluate whether investors with more experience continue to exhibit
significant selective exposure to confirmatory information.

3.3.1

Echo Chambers and the Arrival of News

In this section, we examine heterogeneity in the choice of information sources around the announcement of public (earnings) news. This exercise is analogous to the approach in Kandel and Pearson
(1995), which finds that analysts differentially interpret the public signal (i.e., they use different
models) in providing updates around earnings announcements. In our setting, the choice to selective expose oneself to confirmatory information sources would naturally slow the arrival of the
public signal. During periods of information arrival, do users increase or decrease their degree of
selective exposure? We estimate the following:

f ollow Bull s,i,t+1→t+2 = γi + ηs,t + β1 Declare Bull s,i,t

(6)

+ β2 Declare Bull s,i,t × EA days,t+1 + εs,i,t

where the specification is similar to the main specification of follows, but it also includes an
interaction with an indicator for whether there is an earnings announcement the day after the sentiment declaration day. The dependent variable is defined for follows on days t + 1 and t + 2 together
because earnings announcements on day t + 1 can be released either before market open or after
market close. If information sources become more polarized around the arrival of new information,
we would expect β2 ≥ 0, but if information sources were to converge, we would expect the oppo19

site (β2 < 0). In addition to the main specification, where the dependent variable is an indicator for
whether the user follows more bulls than bears, we also estimate specifications that consider whether
the individual follows bulls (columns 3 through 5), and similarly for bears (columns 6 through 8).
Table 7 presents the results. Column (1) presents the baseline specification for comparison
to the other columns. In column (2), our main result is that selective exposure to confirmatory
information is nearly twice as pronounced upon the arrival of earnings news, a finding that provides a
complementary mechanism to Kandel and Pearson (1995) for why disagreement spikes on earnings
days. When we split this main effect out separately for bull follows and bear follows, we observe
that the increase in selective exposure is driven by both types of connections – bulls follow bulls
(column 4) and bears follow bears (column 7) to a greater extent when earnings news arrives. It is
important to note: because we have stock x day fixed effects in these specifications, this result does
not merely reflect an increase in StockTwits activity on these days, nor an increase in optimism.
Instead, we find that both bulls and bears are more likely to put themselves in echo chambers when
earnings news arrives
We then ask whether selective exposure is further driven by the content of the news. To evaluate this, we create an indicator for whether the earnings news was positive (revealed by positive
abnormal returns in a 3-day window around the earnings day, i.e., days t to t + 2). In a regression
that only includes earnings days, we observe that most of the selective exposure effect on the bullish
side is driven by days with positive earnings news (i.e., in the presence of positive earnings news,
bulls double down on their selective exposure to bullish information). However, there is no change
in selective exposure for bears on earnings days with positive information. This latter finding is
consistent with bears seeking other bears on earnings days, but not necessarily being sensitive to the
content of the news.

3.3.2

Heterogeneity by User Experience

Next, we consider the role of investor experience, using self-classified user experience categories
from StockTwits.7 To the extent that selective exposure to information is a behavioral bias that is
costly to the user displaying it, we should expect that the extent of selective exposure should decline
7 Though StockTwits users self-report their experience, it seems to provide reliable information. To support tests
of gradual information diffusion, Cookson and Niessner (2020) validate the experience classification in the context of
StockTwits data, concluding that it is an informative metric of actual investment experience.
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with experience. Thus, we interact experience classifications with the indicator for a user declaring
as bullish about stock s on date t in a specification analogous to equation (6).
Table 8 presents estimates from this interactive regression. Consistent with the motivating intuition, we observe that greater user experience (professional > intermediate > novice) leads the
degree of estimated selective exposure to information to decline. Specifically, in column (2) (in
which the missing experience classification is the omitted category), novices exhibit slightly greater
selective exposure (+0.23% relative to a main effect of 1.83%), and the degree of selective exposure
to information declines monotonically with experience category. Intermediate users exhibit 0.14%
less selective exposure (not statistically significant), and professionals exhibit 0.58% less selective
exposure (statistically significant at the one percent level).
Importantly, though experience moderates the degree of selective exposure, professional users
exhibit a significant degree of selective exposure to confirmatory information: a professional user
who declares as bullish increases the likelihood of following another bullish user by 1.25%, or
approximately one-third of the baseline rate of following bullish users (t + 1 to t + 5). The fact
that professionals on StockTwits exhibit significant echo chamber behavior suggests that they could
have real financial market consequences, a question we address in the following section.
On a related note, we also interact Declare Bull with an indicator for whether the user is an
active user – proxied by posting more than the median number of messages to StockTwits. This
interaction allows us to focus on users who consistently use StockTwits for information consumption
versus inactive users who may infrequently check on their newsfeeds. In column (5) of Table 8, we
find that both inactive users and active users exhibit selective exposure, but active users exhibit
nearly twice the degree of selective exposure. Echo chambers appear strongest among individuals
who consistently use StockTwits.

4

Selective Exposure and Market Outcomes

In this section, we present our findings on how selective exposure to information affects returns and
trading volume.
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4.1

Returns

First, to consider how being in an echo chamber affects subsequent returns, we analyze the relationship between declarations of bullish or bearish sentiment and the ex post returns on those stocks.
We estimate :

0
Abnormal returni,s,(t+1→t+τ) = β0 Bulli,s,t + Xs,t
δ + γt + φi,s + ηs,month + εi,s,t

(7)

where i indexes users, s indexes stocks and t days. The dependent variable Abnormal returni,s,(t+1→t+τ)
is percentage abnormal return for the stock s (stock return minus CRSP value-weighted market return) in the forward-looking window from 1 to τ days after user i makes a bullish (bearish) declaration about stock s. The main tests employ two time windows: a five-day window (t + 1,t + 5)
and a ten-day window (t + 1,t + 10).8 The specifications include date fixed effects, user-stock fixed
effects, and stock-month fixed effects. The vector of controls Xs,t includes abnormal returns for the
last five and previous 25 trading days, and we cluster standard errors by user, and by permno-day.
The results from estimating equation (7) are reported in column (1) of Table 9. We find an
inverse relationship between beliefs on StockTwits and future returns: bullish (bearish) declarations
on StockTwits are associated with 1.30% lower (higher) abnormal returns over the next 5 trading
days. The magnitude is somewhat larger for the 10-day return window, which gives an estimated
underperformance gap of 1.56%. The marginal impact of adding additional days does not increase
the magnitude, nor does the return reaction revert. This negative return predictability following
sentiment declarations suggests opinions on StockTwits are misinformed.
If selective exposure is a behavioral bias that worsens decision-making, then declarations made
in echo chambers will be associated with weaker ex post return performance. To examine this, we
calculate the standard deviation of signals received by user i about security s over the preceding
thirty days, assigning a value of 1 to bullish signals and −1 to bearish signals as in Cookson and
Niessner (2020). We call this variable sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t . For example, a user who
saw 4 bullish signals about Tesla and 0 bearish signals about Tesla over the prior 30 days would
havesd received signals(30 days) j,s,t = 0, while a user that saw 2 bullish signals and 2 bearish sig8 We skip one day in our future return calculations, because sentiment declarations can be made after the market close.
For example if a sentiment declaration is on Tuesday, day t + 1 begins with Thursday’s close-to-close return, (measured
from Wednesday 4pm to Thursday 4pm).
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nals about Tesla would have a sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t = 1. Users in an echo chamber will
see a concentration of similar signals and have a low sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t , while those
outside an echo chamber will see a diversity of signals and have a high sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t .
We add this measure of signal diversity and its interaction with Bulli,s,t to the abnormal return specification (7). The coefficient of interest is on Bull j,s,t × sd rec. signals(30 days) j,s,t , which
estimates how the underperformance gap depends on whether the user has seen greater diversity
in signals over the thirty days preceding their declaration. In Table 9 we find a positive interaction coefficient, indicating that declarations made in echo chambers (i.e., less diversity of signals) are associated with greater underperformance. For example, the estimated main effect on
Bull j,s,t in column 2 of Table 9 implies that a declaration by a userin a pure echo chamber (i.e.,
sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t = 0) is associated with 1.60% underperformance over the 5 day
window following the sentiment declaration. By contrast, a declaration by a user with an even
split of bearish and bullish signals over the prior 30-days (i.e. maximum diversity of signals,
sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t = 1) is associated with 0.63% less underperformance over the 5day return window, reducing the underperformance gap by more than a third. In column 6 the
analogous test for a 10-day window yields an estimated underperformance gap of 1.98% for sentiment declarations made in an echo chamber, and the underperformance gap is reduced by 0.89%
for those users who see maximum signal diversity.
One potential concern is that being in an echo chamber is a stand-in for lack of investor sophistication. For this reason, in columns 3 and 4, we include our set of investor experience dummies –
novice, intermediate and professional – interacted with Bull j,s,t . The baseline (omitted) category is
users who do not specify their experience. We find a monotonic relationship between experience
and the underperformance gap, with professionals outperforming intermediates, who outperform
novices.9 All three categories outperform the baseline (missing experience category). Importantly,
the inclusion of these controls does not affect our conclusion regarding underperformance and echo
chambers: the coefficient on Bull j,s,t × sd rec. signals(30 days) j,s,t changes from 0.63% (column
2) to 0.56% (column 4). The inclusion of these experience interactions also has little effect on the
coefficient of interest in the 10-day regressions (column 8).
9 When

we test the equality of coefficients between Bull j,s,t, × Novice j and Bull j,s,t, × Pro f essional j in column 3 we
reject the null with a p-value of 0.019 (0.087 for column 7).
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Figure 6 illustrates the dynamics of underperformance in echo chambers. Rather than estimating
abnormal returns accumulated over a window, the figure presents the daily abnormal return coefficients for event days 1 through 30. We use the same specification controls and fixed effects as
in equation (7). The underperformance coming from echo-chambers is large in the days after the
sentiment declaration, and it decays to approximately zero by event day 10. For those in a pure echo
chamber, underperformance begins at -0.46% on day t + 1 and declines to -0.14% on day t + 10; by
contrast, for users with maximum diversity of signals, the underperformance begins at -0.24% on
day t + 1 and declines to -0.09% on day t + 10, and is statistically indistinguishable from zero.
The results suggest that the average sentiment declaration on StockTwits is a mis-reaction to
information which resolves over the following two weeks. Being in an echo chamber appears to
exacerbate this phenomenon, suggesting potential welfare consequences to selective exposure behavior.

4.2

Trading Volume

Echo chambers have a distinct prediction about the structure of information within and across different users’ newsfeeds, which we call information siloing. To see how information filters through
echo chambers, suppose first that individuals follow other users independently of their sentiment.
In this case, we should expect each user’s news feed to be, on average, representative of the overall
distribution of sentiment. By contrast, if individuals place themselves into echo chambers, their received sentiment about a particular stocks will be clustered. Relative to a benchmark that randomly
allocates messages to users, users in echo chambers are more likely to see newsfeeds with all the
same sentiment, and these messages will be less representative of the overall distribution.

4.2.1

Information Siloing

To evaluate the degree of information siloing in the StockTwits data, we calculate the theoretical
likelihood that all of the messages received at the user-stock-day level are the same sentiment,
assuming random linkages across users for each combination of messages posted (bullish versus
bearish) and number of messages received by a user on that day. For each realization in our data,
we compare these theoretical likelihoods to the empirical likelihoods. For example, if the original
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distribution of signals were 4 bullish and 2 bearish about a stock, but the user only saw two signals,
we calculate the theoretical likelihood of all-the-same sentiment (both messages bearish or both
h 
i h i
messages bullish) as 42 + 22 / 62 = 47%. If, in the data, we observe that this combination of
signals sent leads to newsfeeds of all-the-same sentiment 60% of the time, then this would indicate
clustering or information silos.
Figure 7 presents a graphical comparison of the theoretical likelihoods in comparison to the
empirical likelihoods in our data in 5 percentage point bins for the theoretical likelihood of all-samesentiment messages. Across the entire distribution, we observe greater clustering than we would
observe if information were not siloed. Table 10 presents regression evidence on this finding using
a linear probability model for whether all received messages are the same sentiment, separately for
all-bullish (columns 1-3) and all-bearish (columns 4-6). Holding constant the expected probability
of receiving all bullish messages if randomly connected, a declared bull is 6.8 to 8.3 percentage
points more likely to observe all bullish messages. Similarly, declared bears are 3.2 percentage
points more likely to observe all bearish messages, holding constant the theoretical likelihood of
observing all bearish messages if randomly received. That is, we observe that echo chambers result
in significant information siloing.

4.2.2

Operationalizing Selective Exposure

We now construct empirical measures of information siloing driven by echo chambers, and relate
these measures to trading volume.
For stock s at date t, denote the sentiment of each message (bullish = 1, bearish = -1) in the
newsfeed of user i as Sentsi jt , and let j index the messages posted on date t by individuals followed
by user i. User i sees Nsit messages at date t, so j ∈ {2, ..., Nit }. With this notation, we can compute
the mean and standard deviation of the sentiment of the Nsit messages:
N

1 si jt
µ̂sit =
∑ Sentsi jt
Nsit j=1
v
u
Nit
u 1
σ̂sit = t
(Sentsi jt − µ̂sit )2
∑
Nsit − 1 j=1
µ̂sit and σ̂sit are summary statistics for user i’s information environment about stock s on day
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t. The mean of the signals µ̂sit is user i’s measure of other users’ sentiment about the stock s. The
standard deviation of the signals σ̂sit reflects the dispersion of opinion visible in user i’s newsfeed
about stock s on day t.
To measure the degree of selective exposure for a stock s at day t, we aggregate these userlevel summary statistics to the stock-day level. In an extreme echo chamber, each user would
observe no dispersion in opinion within newsfeed, i.e., σ̂it = 0. By contrast, users whose information
environment is not siloed will tend to see more dispersed opinions within their newsfeed, i.e., σ̂it >
0. Thus, one measure of the extent of selective exposure to information is the sample mean across
users of σ̂sit . Specifically, if a stock s, shows up in Nst newsfeeds at date t, we calculate:

Received Uncertaintyst =

1
Nst

Nst

∑ σ̂sit .

i=1

Received Uncertaintyst is mechanically greater if there is more disagreement in the sent messages. However, for a given level of this “sender” disagreement, Received Uncertaintyst is lower if
there is greater selective exposure. For this reason, our tests of selective exposure on volume must
condition on Sender Disagreementst to decompose the two opposing drivers of Received Uncertaintyst .
Yst = ηt + ξsm + β1 Sender Disagreementst + β2 Received Uncertaintyst + Xst0 δ + εst ,

(8)

where Yst is abnormal log turnover of stock s on date t, Received Uncertaintyst is the cross-user
average newsfeed dispersion at the stock-day level, Sender Disagreementst is the standard deviation
of opinion about stock s on day t, following the literature (Antweiler and Frank, 2004; Cookson
and Niessner, 2020), Xst are time-varying controls for factors previously studied.10 We also include
day and stock-month fixed effects (ηt and ξsm ), as well as fixed effects for eight bins capturing the
number of messages about a given stock on that day. In this specification, the coefficient of interest β2 measures how reducing selective exposure to information (i.e., increasing the dispersion of
10 Our specifications for Abnormal Log Turnover

include the same set of control variables as employed in Cookson and
Niessner (2020): the previous day’s Abnormal Log Turnover, a dummy variable for media attention at the stock-day level
(whether the stock was mentioned in the Dow Jones Newswire, which includes the Wall Street Journal), recent volatility
(last five days), and recent abnormal returns (last five, and previous 25 trading days). We also add the natural logarithm
of abnormal Google search volume. This variable is calculated following Niessner (2016): we take the daily Google SVI
data for each ticker and divide by its median SVI between days t − 56 and t − 35. We take the natural logarithm of this
data, and replace missing values (caused by a missing median) with zero. Note that the SVI data come from 200 day
downloads with a day of overlap that we concatenate to ensure they are consistent across time.
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messages that users see) is associated with trading volume Yit . If echo chambers lead to information
siloing that generates trading, we expect β2 < 0.
In addition to Received Uncertaintyst , a complementary measure of selective exposure to information is the cross-user dispersion in (mean) signals about stock s at date t, a measure we call
Received Disagreementst . Intuitively, if users choose to follow like-minded individuals, there will be
a marked difference between the distributions of sentiment signals that are sent (Sender Disagreement),
and those that are received, which we calculate as follows:
s
Received Disagreementst =

1 Nst
∑ (µ̂sit − µ̂st )2 .
Nst − 1 i=1

As selective exposure to information increases, we expect the cross-user dispersion of user
signals to increase. Similar to Received Uncertaintyst , greater Sender Disagreementst mechanically implies that Received Disagreementst is higher. However, even controlling for the level of
Sender Disagreementst , Received Disagreementst is increasing in selective exposure. This is because selective exposure implies that users construct their personal network (through which messages are distributed) to be more homogeneous in sentiment, which leads users to receive a distribution of messages that is systematically different from the sent message distribution, on average.
We can then estimate the effect of selective exposure on market outcomes as follows:

Yst = ηt + ξsm + β1 Sender Disagreementst + β2 Received Disagreementst

(9)

+ β3 Received Uncertaintyst + Xst0 γ + εit ,

which is identical to the specification in equation (8), except that we add the complementary
proxy for the extent of selective exposure to information Receiver Disagreementst . Moreover, the
two Received measures capture different aspects of selective exposure behavior. Thus, our preferred
specification includes both Received Disagreementst and Received Uncertaintyst .
4.2.3

Information Silos and Trading Volume

We now link daily abnormal stock turnover to the measures of disagreement at both the sender and
receiver levels, and to the dispersion in the received signal (Received Uncertaintyst ). Table 11 re-
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ports the results from estimating the specifications in equations (8) and (9). These specifications
follow closely the measurement and controls employed in Cookson and Niessner (2020), which
helps provide a benchmark for our results.11 To ease interpretation, we subtract the mean and divide
by the standard deviation (both calculated over the whole sample period) for both disagreement measures, as well as for Received Uncertaintyst . Column (1), which includes the Sender Disagreementst
measure by itself, provides a somewhat smaller estimate (0.014) to the equivalent specification in
Cookson and Niessner (2020): a one standard deviation increase in disagreement increases abnormal turnover by 4% of its mean.
Column (2) adds the Received Disagreementst measure as a regressor. Holding constant the
amount of sender disagreement, greater dispersion in the signals users receive indicates greater dispersion in information sets. We note that the magnitude of the coefficient on Received Disagreementst
is similar to the coefficient on Sender Disagreementst (0.009 versus 0.013).
Column (3) includes the average within-newsfeed dispersion (Received Uncertaintyst ), and we
estimate a negative and statistically significant coefficient. That is, on stock-days in which selective
exposure to information reduces the dispersion of sentiment observed by users, we see greater trading volume. The magnitude of the coefficient on Received Uncertaintyst amounts to over one third
of the main effect of sender disagreement.
Across specifications, the estimated magnitudes are similar: the reported magnitudes in column
(4) are similar to those in column (5), which omits control variables. Taken together, both dispersion of opinion (measured via sender disagreement) and information siloing (measured by received
disagreement and received uncertainty) contribute similarly to stock turnover. A one standard deviation increase in either Sender Disagreementst or Received Disagreementst increases abnormal
turnover by approximately 4% of the mean, while a similar change in Received Uncertaintyst
reduces abnormal turnover by around 1.5% of the mean. The positive coefficient estimate on
Received Disagreementst and the negative coefficient estimate on Received Uncertaintyst are consistent with information siloing via echo chambers.
11 The main difference between our specification and the main specifications in Cookson and Niessner (2020) is the
sample frame. Our data range is 2013 to November 2019, whereas they use 2013 to late 2014. In addition, our sample
contains 903 stocks, whereas their main analysis contains the top 100 stocks by StockTwits message volume.
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5

Conclusion

Selective exposure to confirmatory information has been documented in a variety of settings, from
politics to religion to vehicle ownership. It appears that once people form a belief about immigration
or Christianity or Chevy trucks, they selectively choose information which supports their belief and
avoid information which contradicts it. By all accounts, selective exposure appears to be a broad
phenomenon.
This paper shows the phenomenon extends to an unlikely setting, financial markets, where users
have a strong incentive to get prices right. Nevertheless, we find users behave the same way humans behave in other settings: by following users who share their beliefs, they build a personalized
newsfeed which supports their original views.This behavior is not doing investors any favors: we
find that beliefs formed in echo chambers are associated with poor ex-post returns.
Moreover, selective exposure seems like a natural candidate to explain some persistent disagreement in financial markets, and we provide evidence that it is positively related to trading volume.
To the extent that selective exposure drives disagreement in financial markets, there are still many
unanswered questions. For example, how is the rapidly changing technological and information environment affecting the tendency to selectively expose? Thirty years ago, users could get financial
information from only a handful of sources. Today, as our study demonstrates, they have thousands
of choices. Does technological innovation liberate those who would want to selectively expose and
lead to more disagreement? More generally, there are many other areas in financial markets where
agents have initial views and then make choices about the information they collect: board members have views on managers and collect information for the purposes of monitoring, analysts have
views on firms and then collect information to make recommendations, rating agencies have views
on firms and then collect information to update their ratings, etc. To what extent does selective
exposure lead agents to have views which are “too sticky” in these other settings? We leave these
questions and others for future research.
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6
6.1

Tables and Figures
Figures
Figure 1: Is sentiment persistent?

We identify individuals as bullish or bearish about a symbol if more than 90 percent of their messages on a given day
are bearish or bullish. Panel (a) presents the probability that a bullish user stays bullish for each of the subsequent 50
days (solid line). The dotted line shows the unconditional frequency of bullishness in the data. Panel (b) presents the
analogous table for bearish users.

(a) Sentiment persistence for declared bullish users

(b) Sentiment persistence for declared bearish users
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Figure 2: Who do users follow?
We identify individuals as bullish or bearish about a stock if more than 90 percent of their messages on a given day are
bearish or bullish. Panel (a) plots the cumulative number of net new follows of bullish users by an individual; Panel (b)
is for net new follows of bearish users. We have approximately 300,000 unique users in the data, but fewer users in this
table because the combination of fixed effects drops cases for which there is only one user for a given symbol-day.
(a) Cumulative net new follows of bullish users

(b) Cumulative net new follows of bearish users
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Figure 3: Do users’ newsfeeds match their sentiment? Messages
We identify individuals as bullish or bearish about a stock if more than 90 percent of their messages on a given day are
bearish or bullish. Panel (a) plots the number of bullish messages; Panel (b) plots the number of bearish messages.
(a) Number of bullish messages

(b) Number of bearish messages
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Figure 4: Do users’ newsfeeds match their sentiment? User impressions
We identify individuals as bullish or bearish about a stock if more than 90 percent of their messages on a given day are
bearish or bullish. Panel (a) plots the number of bullish user impressions; Panel (b) plots the number of bearish user
impressions. A bullish (bearish) user impression occurs on a stock-date when an individual who is followed by the user
posts at least one message with bullish (bearish) sentiment.
(a) Number of bullish user impressions

(b) Number of bearish user impressions
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Figure 5: Do users’ likes match their sentiment?
We identify individuals as bullish or bearish about a stock if more than 90 percent of their messages on a given day are
bearish or bullish. Panel (a) plots the number of bullish likes by the user; Panel (b) plots the number of bearish likes by
the user.
(a) User Likes of bullish messages

(b) User Likes of bearish messages
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Figure 6: Return predictability of sentiment declarations made in echo chambers versus not
This figure presents the daily abnormal percentage returns on date t + τ (where τ ranges from 1 through 30 days) associated with a user’s bullish (bearish) declaration on day t. The coefficient estimates come from the interactive version of
the abnormal return specification (7). Illustrated with black diamonds, the main effect on bullish declarations captures
the underperformance gap from declarations made in an echo chamber. Illustrated with blue triangles, the interaction
coefficient captures the degree to which maximum signal diversity (sd received signals(30 days) j,s,t = 1) mitigates the
underperformance gap at each return horizon. The vertical bars represent 95% confidence intervals, clustering standard
errors by user and permno-day.
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Figure 7: Do users receive only messages with the same sentiment more often than would be expected by chance?
The bars denote the empirical frequency that a user receives only messages that are either all bullish or all bearish
(conditional on their having sentiment), for bins five percentage points wide. The 45° line denotes the probability that a
user receives only messages with the same sentiment, if messages were distributed at random.
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6.2

Tables
Table 1: Summary statistics

This table presents summary statistics. Panel (a) presents counts of the various units of observations that make up the
dimension of our data – users, symbols, message sentiment and days. Restricting attention to user-days when a user
posts multiple sentiment-stamped messages, Panel (b) shows the empirical frequency of all-bullish, mixed-sentiment and
all-bearish messages, and as a comparison, the theoretical probability assuming that messages are drawn independently
from the overall mix of bullish versus bearish sentiment. Finally, Panel (c) presents statistics on the stock-day sample
used in our regressions of abnormal log trading volume on our measures of disagreement and uncertainty (reported in
Table 11).
(a) Dimensions of Data: Users, Symbols, Sentiment and Days

Totals
298,167
18,506
23,137
9,138
247,386

Users
Novice
Intermediate
Professional
Unclassified
Sentiment Messages
Bullish
Bearish

24,464,299
20,064,311
4,399,988

User-Symbol-Sentiment Days

11,019,061

Totals
Symbols
CRSP (e.g., Tesla)
Non-CRSP (e.g., Bitcoin)

1,019
906
113

Days
Trading
Non-Trading

2,525
1,741
784

(b) User Mixture of Sentiment Across Stocks on the Same Day

All Bullish Sentiment
Mixed Sentiment
All Bearish Sentiment

2 Stocks
Theoretical Prob. Empirical Freq.
64.1%
69.9%
31.9%
20.3%
4.0%
9.8%

3 Stocks
Theoretical Prob. Empirical Freq.
47.7%
60.9%
51.3%
31.6%
1.0%
7.4%

4 Stocks
Theoretical Prob. Empirical Freq.
35.4%
55.3%
64.3%
38.4%
0.3%
6.3%

(c) Summary Statistics on Stock-Day Sample for Trading Volume Evidence

Main variables
Abnormal log volumes,t
Sender disagreements,t
Received disagreements,t
Received uncertaintys,t
Controls
Std dev. abnormal returnss,(t-5 to t-1)
Cum. abnormal returnss,(t-5 to t-1)
Cum. abnormal returnss,(t-30 to t-6)
Log Google ASVIs,t
1 if Media articles,t
Num. Messagess,t

Mean

Median

Std. dev.

N obs.

0.348
0.005
0.012
0.001

0.151
0.002
0.079
-0.023

1.094
0.987
0.995
0.993

348,459
348,459
348,459
348,459

0.043
0.008
0.001
0.545
0.270
22.324

0.028
-0.002
-0.022
0.674
0.000
9.000

0.072
0.208
0.378
0.438
0.444
47.725

348,459
348,459
348,459
348,459
348,459
348,459
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Table 2: Top 10 Bear and Bull stocks by selective exposure
These are the 10 StockTwits Symbols with the largest symbol fixed effects (estimated from Equation (1) with separate
day, user and symbol fixed effects), out of the 100 symbols with the most messages in the sample. By conditioning on
declared bulls in one estimation and declared bears in another estimation, we separately identify bearish echo chambers
(in which negative sentiment clustering drives the information cluster) from bullish echo chambers (in which positive
sentiment clustering drives the information cluster).

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bearish Echo Chambers
Asset
Industry
SPDR S&P 500
Index ETF
Roku
Technology - Consumer
Beyond Meat
Technology - Food
Energous Corp
Technology - Wireless
Tesla
Automobile
Snap Inc.
Technology - Mobile app
Bitcoin USD
Cryptocurrency
AVEO Pharmaceuticals
Pharmaceutical
Advanced Micro Devices
Computer processors
SunEdison Inc
Renewable energy

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bullish Echo Chambers
Asset
Industry
Delcath Systems
Technology - Medical
CytRx Corporation
Pharmaceutical
Yangtze River Port & Logistics
Real estate
SunEdison Inc
Renewable energy
Tornier N.V.
Technology - Medical
MGT Capital Investments
Cryptocurrency (Bitcoin mining)
Workhorse Group
Manufacturing
Precipio
Pharmaceutical
TransEnterix Inc.
Technology - Medical
Neovasc Inc.
Technology - Medical
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Table 3: Do users prefer to follow like-minded users?
This table examines whether bullish users predominantly choose to follow bullish posters. Observations are at the usersymbol-day level. We examine a user’s new follows on the five days after they declare themselves bullish about a symbol
(on day t), and classify a poster as bullish about a symbol if their posts on the day they were followed were also bullish.
The specification follows Equation (2), and the dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if net new follows (follows
minus unfollows) of bulls strictly exceed net new follows of bears on day t + 1 (col 1), days t + 1 to t + 3 (inclusive, col
2), and days t + 1 to t + 5 (cols 3 through 6). Note that when zero new net follows occur on a day (the modal case),
this is coded as a zero. Because of the definition of the binary dependent variable, an identical coefficient results from a
specification with bearish users following bearish posters. Columns 5 and 6 are run on a subsample of users that chose
to make at least one new follow between t + 1 and t + 5 (inclusive). We multiply the dependent variable by 100 to aid
interpretation of coefficients as percentage points. Standard errors clustered by user are reported in brackets. ∗ , ∗∗ , and
∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

1 x100 if new followss,t+x are more Bull than Bear
(1)

Declared Bulls,t
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Effect size (% of mean)
User FE
User x Symbol FE
Day x Symbol FE

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Adding
User-Symbol FE

Conditional on
new follows

Adding
User-Symbol FE

on t+1

t+1 → t+3

t+1 → t+5

t+1 → t+5

t+1 → t+5

t+1 → t+5

0.64∗∗∗

1.29∗∗∗

1.73∗∗∗

1.04∗∗∗

17.44∗∗∗

[0.02]

[0.03]

[0.04]

[0.04]

[0.51]

9.80∗∗∗
[0.69]

10,623,486
232,524
0.11
1.52
42
Y
.
Y

10,623,486
232,524
0.16
3.11
41
Y
.
Y

10,623,486
232,524
0.19
4.29
40
Y
.
Y

9,449,127
198,913
0.33
4.64
22
.
Y
Y

454,144
47,520
0.51
81.38
21
Y
.
Y

392,294
42,025
0.66
81.77
12
.
Y
Y
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Table 4: Does skin-in-the-game lead to more selective exposure?
Like Table 3, this table predicts the likelihood that users choose to follow like-minded posters. Observations are at the
user-symbol-day level. To focus on differential selective exposure behavior for bulls versus bears, columns (1) through
(4) (respectively, columns (5) through (8)) have an indicator equal to one if net new follows of bulls (bears) exceed zero as
the dependent variable. In addition to the main effect of selective exposure for declaring as bullish (or bearish), the even
columns of the table include an interaction for whether the user also declares a trade at the same time (e.g., writes “just
bought” or “just sold”), turning on the Buyer or Seller indicator variables. The coefficient on the interaction measures
how selective exposure for declared bulls (bears) differs when they have also declared trading the asset. We multiply the
dependent variable by 100 to aid interpretation of coefficients as percentage points. Standard errors clustered by user are
reported in brackets.∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 5% and 1% levels.
1 x100 if net new Bull followss,t+1→ t+5 >0
(1)

Declared Bulls,t

Baseline

(2)
+ x1 if
Buyer

(3)
Baseline &
UserSymFE

(4)
+ x1 if Buyer
& UserSymFE

1.68∗∗∗
[0.04]

1.65∗∗∗
[0.04]

0.98∗∗∗
[0.04]

0.95∗∗∗
[0.04]

Declared Bulls,t x 1 Buyers,t

1.17∗∗∗
[0.06]

1 x100 if net new Bear followss,t+1→ t+5 >0
(5)
Baseline

(6)
+ x1 if
Seller

(7)
Baseline &
UserSymFE

(8)
+ x1 if Seller
& UserSymFE

0.43∗∗∗
[0.02]

0.43∗∗∗
[0.02]

0.30∗∗∗
[0.03]

0.29∗∗∗
[0.03]

1.01∗∗∗
[0.07]

Declared Bears,t
Declared Bears,t x 1 Sellers,t
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Main effect size (% of mean)
User FE
User x Symbol FE
Day x Symbol FE

0.44∗∗∗
[0.12]
10,581,604
232,324
0.19
4.33
39
Y
.
Y

10,581,604
232,324
0.19
4.33
38
Y
.
Y

9,408,187
198,669
0.33
4.68
21
.
Y
Y

9,408,187
198,669
0.33
4.68
20
.
Y
Y
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10,581,604
232,324
0.11
0.73
59
Y
.
Y

10,581,604
232,324
0.11
0.73
59
Y
.
Y

0.44∗∗∗
[0.14]
9,408,187
198,669
0.27
0.78
38
.
Y
Y

9,408,187
198,669
0.27
0.78
37
.
Y
Y

Table 5: Do Bulls’ newsfeeds reflect their bullish sentiment? (And vice versa)
This table examines whether, conditional on seeing a sentiment post about a specific symbol, declared bulls (bears) see more bullish (bearish) posts about that symbol on each of the
five days following their sentiment declaration. Observations are at the user-symbol-day level; the number of impressions is the count of user-symbol-days that are bullish or bearish.
The specification follows Equation (4). Standard errors clustered by user are reported in brackets. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

N User impressionss,t+1
(1)
Bullish
Declared Bullst

0.35∗∗∗
[0.02]

(3)
Bullish

2,324,579
93,712
0.55
2.09
17
Y
Y

(4)
Bearish

0.37∗∗∗
[0.02]
0.12∗∗∗
[0.01]

Declared Bearst
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Effect size (% of mean)
User FE
Day x Symbol FE

(2)
Bearish

N User impressionss,t+2

2,324,579
93,712
0.47
0.29
40
Y
Y

N User impressionss,t+3
(5)
Bullish
0.37∗∗∗
[0.02]

0.11∗∗∗
[0.01]
1,986,533
85,825
0.55
2.08
18
Y
Y

(6)
Bearish

1,986,533
85,825
0.48
0.27
42
Y
Y

N User impressionss,t+4
(7)
Bullish
0.36∗∗∗
[0.02]

0.11∗∗∗
[0.01]
1,922,748
84,103
0.56
2.09
18
Y
Y
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(8)
Bearish

1,922,748
84,103
0.48
0.27
42
Y
Y

N User impressionss,t+5
(9)
Bullish
0.36∗∗∗
[0.02]

0.11∗∗∗
[0.01]
1,908,804
83,938
0.56
2.08
17
Y
Y

(10)
Bearish

1,908,804
83,938
0.48
0.27
43
Y
Y

0.11∗∗∗
[0.01]
1,948,809
85,096
0.56
2.09
17
Y
Y

1,948,809
85,096
0.49
0.27
41
Y
Y

Table 6: Do Bulls like more bullish posts than bearish posts? (And vice versa)
This table examines whether declared bulls (bears) like a greater number of bullish (bearish) posts than bearish (bullish) posts about that symbol on each of the five days following
their sentiment declaration. Observations are at the user-symbol-day level. The dependent variable is a count of the number of sentiment messages for a symbol-day combination.
The specification follows Equation (5). Standard errors clustered by user are reported in brackets. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

Declared Bullst

N of Liked Msgss,t+1

N of Liked Msgss,t+2

N of Liked Msgss,t+3

N of Liked Msgss,t+4

N of Liked Msgss,t+5

(1)
Bullish

(3)
Bullish

(5)
Bullish

(7)
Bullish

(9)
Bullish

3.74∗∗∗
[0.11]

2,433,724
101,512
0.30
6.07
62
Y
Y

(4)
Bearish

3.45∗∗∗
[0.12]
2.55∗∗∗
[0.07]

Declared Bearst
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Effect size (% of mean)
User FE
Day x Symbol FE

(2)
Bearish

2,433,724
101,512
0.30
0.47
538
Y
Y

3.36∗∗∗
[0.12]
2.32∗∗∗
[0.08]

1,874,924
84,403
0.30
6.12
56
Y
Y

(6)
Bearish

1,874,924
84,403
0.31
0.46
506
Y
Y

3.20∗∗∗
[0.13]
2.21∗∗∗
[0.08]

1,721,283
78,736
0.31
6.13
55
Y
Y
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(8)
Bearish

1,721,283
78,736
0.31
0.45
489
Y
Y

3.14∗∗∗
[0.13]
2.12∗∗∗
[0.08]

1,637,849
75,549
0.32
6.14
52
Y
Y

(10)
Bearish

1,637,849
75,549
0.31
0.44
477
Y
Y

1.96∗∗∗
[0.08]
1,623,912
74,529
0.32
6.15
51
Y
Y

1,623,912
74,529
0.32
0.44
449
Y
Y

Table 7: Does the preference for following like-minded users differ on earnings announcement days??
Like Table 3, this table predicts the likelihood that users choose to follow like-minded posters. Observations are at the user-symbol-day level. Columns (1) and (2) have as
the dependent variable an indicator equal to one if net new follows (follows minus unfollows) of bulls strictly exceed net new follows of bears on days t+1 and t+2. Earnings
Announcements (EAs) on day t+1 are released either before market open or after market close, so the information reaches prices on days t+1 and t+2 respectively. Thus, we define
the follow period as days t+1 and t+2 for all dependent variables (recall the focal user’s sentiment declaration always occurs on day t). Columns (2), (4) and (7) add an interacted
indicator for an EA day occurring on day t+1. Columns (3) to (5) (respectively, (6) to (8)) have an indicator equal to one if net new follows of bulls (bears) exceed zero as the
dependent variable. We define an earnings announcement as providing positive news (denoted by EA day+ in the table) if the stock’s cumulative excess returns over days t to t+2
inclusive are positive. Columns (5) and (8) restrict the sample to EA days and add an interaction with EA day+ . We multiply the dependent variable by 100 to aid interpretation of
coefficients as percentage points. Standard errors clustered by user are reported in brackets.∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 5% and 1% levels.

1 x100 if follows are more Bull than Bear

Declared Bull

1 x100 if net new Bull follows >0

(1)
Baseline

(2)
Add x1 if EA day

(3)
Baseline

(4)
Add x1 if EA day

(5)
Only EA days

1.01∗∗∗
[0.02]

1.00∗∗∗
[0.02]

1.00∗∗∗
[0.02]

0.99∗∗∗
[0.02]

1.24∗∗∗
[0.24]

Declared Bull x 1 if EA day

0.84∗∗∗
[0.12]

1 x100 if net new Bear follows >0
(6)
Baseline

(7)
Add x1 if EA day

(8)
Only EA days

0.19∗∗∗
[0.01]

0.18∗∗∗
[0.01]

0.62∗∗∗
[0.19]

0.75∗∗∗
[0.12]

Declared Bull x 1 if EA day+

0.67∗∗
[0.33]

Declared Bear
Declared Bear x 1 if EA day

0.40∗∗∗
[0.10]

Declared Bear x 1 if EA day+
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Main effect size (% of mean)
User FE
Day x Symbol FE

-0.04
[0.25]
8,460,689
208,920
0.14
2.39
42
Y
Y

8,460,689
208,920
0.14
2.39
42
Y
Y

8,460,689
208,920
0.14
2.40
42
Y
Y

8,460,689
208,920
0.14
2.40
41
Y
Y

99,109
23,731
0.38
3.73
33
Y
Y

8,460,689
208,920
0.08
0.33
58
Y
Y

8,460,689
208,920
0.08
0.33
56
Y
Y

99,109
23,731
0.32
0.70
89
Y
Y

Table 8: Do user characteristics affect their preference for following like-minded users?
Like Table 3, this table predicts the likelihood that users choose to follow like-minded posters in the five days after
declaring as a bull, but adds interactions with indicators for the user’s self-declared investor experience category (novice,
intermediate, professional, or missing). Observations are at the user-symbol-day level. Columns (1) and (2) include
missing experience as the omitted category, whereas Columns (3) and (4) estimate the specification on the sample for
which we have information on experience. Column (5) interacts an indicator for users with above median activity (defined
as the sum of all likes, follows and posts with sentiment for the entire sample period). We multiply the dependent variable
by 100 to aid interpretation of coefficients as percentage points. Standard errors clustered by user are reported in brackets.
∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

Dep. var:
(1)

Declared Bulls,t

1 x100 if new followss,t+1 → s,t+5 are more Bull than Bear

Baseline

(2)
Omitted category:
missing experience

(3)
Baseline with
experience

(4)
Omitted category:
intermediate

(5)
Activity
> median

1.73∗∗∗
[0.04]

1.83∗∗∗
[0.04]

1.60∗∗∗
[0.06]

1.70∗∗∗
[0.08]

1.22∗∗∗
[0.03]

Declared Bulls,t x 1 if Novice investor

0.23∗
[0.13]

Declared Bulls,t x 1 if Intermediate investor

-0.14
[0.09]

Declared Bulls,t x 1 if Professional investor

-0.58∗∗∗
[0.11]

0.35∗∗
[0.15]

-0.46∗∗∗
[0.13]

Declared Bulls,t x 1 if User activity > Median
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Main effect size (% of mean)
User FE
Day x Symbol FE

0.99∗∗∗
[0.07]
10,623,486
232,524
0.19
4.29
40
Y
Y

10,623,486
232,524
0.19
4.29
43
Y
Y
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4,039,042
55,348
0.21
3.96
40
Y
Y

4,039,042
55,348
0.21
3.96
43
Y
Y

10,623,486
232,524
0.19
4.29
28
Y
Y

Table 9: Is being in an echo chamber associated with lower future abnormal returns?
This table examines stock returns following a sentiment declaration, and how this varies with the diversity of sentiment signals that a user receives from their network. Estimated
coefficients are from the following specification:
0
Abnormal return j,s,t = β0 Bull j,s,t + Xs,t
δ + γt + φi,s + ηs,month + ε j,s,t
The dataset and the signals received are at the user-symbol-day ( j, s,t) level and we drop observations for which the user has not seen at least five signals over the preceding thirty
days, in order to calculate non-trivial standard deviations of signals received. We keep only StockTwits symbols with CRSP sharecodes of 10, 11 or 12. The dependent variable is
cumulative abnormal returns (returns minus the CRSP value-weighted index return) over days t + 1 to t + 5 (and t + 10), where day t is the day of the user’s sentiment declaration. In
considering future returns we skip day t + 1 (and relabel t + 2 as t + 1, etc.) because sentiment declarations on day t can be made after market close. User experience is self-declared,
and users who have not provided this information make up the omitted (base) category. We multiply the dependent variable by 100 to aid interpretation of coefficients as percentage
points. We cluster standard errors by user and by permno-day; ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at 5% and 1%.
Dependent variable: abnormal returnt+1 → t+5
(1)

Declared Bullj,s,t

Baseline

(2)
Add
sd(rec. signals)

(3)
Baseline for
experience

(4)
sd(rec. signals)
& experience

-1.30∗∗∗

-1.60∗∗∗

-1.70∗∗∗

-1.94∗∗∗

[0.13]

[0.16]

[0.17]

[0.19]

Dependent variable: abnormal returnt+1 → t+10
(5)
Baseline

(6)
Add
sd(rec. signals)

(7)
Baseline for
experience

(8)
sd(rec. signals)
& experience

-1.56∗∗∗
[0.13]

-1.98∗∗∗
[0.16]

-2.15∗∗∗
[0.17]

-2.49∗∗∗
[0.19]

Bullj,s,t × sd rec. signalsj,s,t

0.63∗∗∗
[0.16]

0.56∗∗∗
[0.16]

0.89∗∗∗
[0.21]

0.79∗∗∗
[0.21]

sd received signals(30days)j,s,t

-0.35∗∗
[0.16]

-0.29∗
[0.16]

-0.41∗∗
[0.21]

-0.33
[0.21]

Bullj,s,t × novice investorj

0.41
[0.26]

0.40
[0.26]

0.88∗∗∗
[0.32]

0.85∗∗∗
[0.32]

Bullj,s,t × intermediate investorj

0.87∗∗∗
[0.18]

0.83∗∗∗
[0.18]

1.21∗∗∗
[0.23]

1.16∗∗∗
[0.23]

Bullj,s,t × professional investorj

1.07∗∗∗
[0.20]

1.00∗∗∗
[0.20]

1.46∗∗∗
[0.23]

1.37∗∗∗
[0.23]

Cum. ab. returnss,(t-5 to t-1)

-5.62∗∗∗
[0.71]

-5.61∗∗∗
[0.71]

-5.62∗∗∗
[0.71]

-5.61∗∗∗
[0.71]

-8.39∗∗∗
[1.04]

-8.39∗∗∗
[1.04]

-8.39∗∗∗
[1.04]

-8.39∗∗∗
[1.04]

Cum. ab. returnss,(t-30 to t-6)

-4.23∗∗∗
[0.49]

-4.23∗∗∗
[0.49]

-4.23∗∗∗
[0.49]

-4.23∗∗∗
[0.49]

-5.01∗∗∗
[0.55]

-5.00∗∗∗
[0.55]

-5.01∗∗∗
[0.55]

-5.00∗∗∗
[0.55]

# obs.
# clusters (permno × day)
# clusters (users)
R2
Day FE
User × symbol FE
Symbol × month FE

2,306,165
274,581
72,160
0.37
Y
Y
Y

2,306,165
274,581
72,160
0.37
Y
Y
Y

2,306,165
274,581
72,160
0.37
Y
Y
Y

2,306,165
274,581
72,160
0.37
Y
Y
Y

2,297,785
274,160
71,956
0.47
Y
Y
Y

2,297,785
274,160
71,956
0.47
Y
Y
Y

2,297,785
274,160
71,956
0.47
Y
Y
Y

2,297,785
274,160
71,956
0.47
Y
Y
Y

Table 10: Information Silos: are Bulls more likely to receive only bullish messages (and vice versa)?
This table predicts the likelihood that all messages received by a user will have all-bullish sentiment (columns 1-3) or
all-bearish sentiment (columns 4-6). As a control variable, we include the probability that all received messages will be
bullish (columns 1-3) or all bearish (columns 4-6) under random assignment, conditional on the number of messages sent
and received. Bull (Bear) is an indicator if the most recent sentiment declaration by the receiver is bullish (bearish) in
the preceding week. Observations are at the user-symbol-day level. We multiply the dependent variable by 100 to aid
interpretation of coefficients as percentage points. Standard errors clustered by user are reported in brackets. ∗ , ∗∗ , and
∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

1 x 100 if all messages received after day t have sentiment that is
(1)
Bullish
Declared Bullst

(2)
Bullish

(3)
Bullish

8.3∗∗∗
[0.2]

6.8∗∗∗
[0.2]

(4)
Bearish

(5)
Bearish

(6)
Bearish

3.2∗∗∗
[0.1]

3.2∗∗∗
[0.1]

95.3∗∗∗
[0.7]

87.1∗∗∗
[0.7]

82.9∗∗∗
[0.9]

2,058,676
69,194
0.18
4.8

2,058,676
69,194
0.32
4.8
68
Y
.

2,058,676
69,194
0.42
4.8
67
Y
Y

Declared Bearst
Expected Pr(all Bull) if randomst

92.9∗∗∗
[0.4]

78.2∗∗∗
[0.4]

72.3∗∗∗
[0.7]

Expected Pr(all Bear) if randomst
# obs.
# clusters (users)
R2
Unconditional mean (%)
Main effect size (% of mean)
User FE
Day x Symbol FE

2,058,676
69,194
0.32
65.8
.
.

2,058,676
69,194
0.46
65.8
13
Y
.
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2,058,676
69,194
0.55
65.8
10
Y
Y

.
.

Table 11: Does selective exposure behavior affect trading volume?
This table examines how proxies for selective exposure behavior on StockTwits (received disagreement and received
uncertainty), together with sender disagreement, relate to daily abnormal log turnover. Observations are at the stock-day
level; we estimate the following:
AbLogTurnoverst = β1 SenderDisagreest + β2 ReceivedDisagreest + β3 ReceivedUncertaintyst + δControlsst + εst
Sender disagreement captures dispersion of sentiment among posts about a stock (s) (i.e. the standard deviation of
sentiment across posts). Received disagreement captures how disagreement in posts is distributed across receivers (i.e.
the mean across receivers of the standard deviation of received sentiment). Received uncertainty captures the dispersion of
sentiment about a stock across newsfeeds (i.e. the standard deviation across receivers of the mean of received sentiment).
We standardize the disagreement measures by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, over the
entire sample period. AbLogTurnoverst is the difference between log turnover on day t and the average log turnover from
t -140 to t -20 trading days (6-month period, skipping most recent month). Controls include abnormal log turnover on
day t-1; MediaAttentionst , which is an indicator for days when stock s was mentioned in at least one article covered by
Dow Jones Newswire data (including the Wall Street Journal) on day t; LogGoogleASV Ist , a measure of abnormal google
search volume for the ticker of stock s; Volatility (t-5 to t-1), measured as the standard deviation of abnormal returns
over days t-5 to t-1; and cumulative abnormal returns measured over days t-30 to t-6 and t-5 to t-1. Fixed effects for day,
stock-month, and message number are included in all regressions. Message number fixed effects are defined for days
with 0 messages, 1 message, 2, 3, 4, 5-10, 11-30, and over 30 messages. Standard errors separately clustered by stock
and day are reported in brackets. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Abnormal Log Turnoverst

Sender Disagreementst

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.014∗∗∗
[0.001]

0.009∗∗∗
[0.001]

0.017∗∗∗
[0.002]

0.012∗∗∗
[0.002]

0.013∗∗∗
[0.002]

0.014∗∗∗
[0.001]

0.016∗∗∗
[0.001]

-0.004∗∗∗
[0.001]

-0.005∗∗∗
[0.001]

-0.005∗∗∗
[0.001]
0.207∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.013∗∗∗
[0.001]

Received Disagreementst
Received Uncertaintyst
Abnormal Log Turnovers,t-1

0.191∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.191∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.191∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.191∗∗∗
[0.005]

Media Articlest

0.112∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.111∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.112∗∗∗
[0.005]

0.111∗∗∗
[0.005]

Log GoogleASVIst

0.342∗∗∗
[0.017]

0.341∗∗∗
[0.017]

0.342∗∗∗
[0.017]

0.341∗∗∗
[0.017]

Volatilitys,(t-5 to t-1)

0.182∗∗∗
[0.039]

0.180∗∗∗
[0.039]

0.182∗∗∗
[0.039]

0.180∗∗∗
[0.039]

Cum. Abnormal Returnss,(t-5 to t-1)

-0.014
[0.013]

-0.014
[0.013]

-0.014
[0.013]

-0.014
[0.013]

Cum. Abnormal Returnss,(t-30 to t-6)

-0.056∗∗∗
[0.010]

-0.057∗∗∗
[0.010]

-0.056∗∗∗
[0.010]

-0.057∗∗∗
[0.010]

# obs.
# clusters (stock)
# clusters (day)
R2
Uncond. mean of Abnormal Log Turnover
Day FE
Month x Stock FE
Message Number FE

348,459
903
1,740
0.82
0.35
Y
Y
Y

348,459
903
1,740
0.82
0.35
Y
Y
Y

348,459
903
1,740
0.82
0.35
Y
Y
Y

348,459
903
1,740
0.82
0.35
Y
Y
Y
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348,466
903
1,740
0.81
0.35
Y
Y
Y
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Figure A.1: Examples of StockTwits users
This figure presents screenshots of the user profile information for three prominent users on StockTwits. All three are
verified professional traders and have public writing outside of StockTwits, as is indicated in the links in their profiles.
These users also reflect diverse perspectives on investing. Greg Harmon is a prominent technical investor. Todd Sullivan
is a long-term value investor. Aron Pinson is a long-term fundamental investor.
(a) Greg Harmon – Professional Technical Investor

(b) Todd Sullivan – Professional Value Investor

(c) Aron Pinson – Professional Fundamental Investor
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Table A.1: Example of Selective Exposure
As an illustrative example, this table presents information on the posts and newsfeeds of a declared bull to compare to a declared bear. Both users posted about Tesla on November
14th, 2018, but the declared bull – username: EVisthefuture – was bullish on Tesla, whereas the declared bear – username: DoctorBurry – was bearish on Tesla. On the next day, the
bullish user’s newsfeed was 100% bullish (45 messages) and the bearish user’s newsfeed was 100% bearish (12 messages), providing an example of an information echo chamber.
To illustrate the information content of the newsfeeds we report notable messages in each user’s newsfeed on November 15th, 2018.

Declared Tesla Bull
Nov 14, 2018: Bullish User (EVisthefuture) Message Posted About Tesla
Oil giant BP gets its first Tesla Powerpack project, says could lead to more
Nov 15, 2018: Notable Posts in EVisthefuture’s Newsfeed (45 Bullish, 0 Bearish)
Rishesh Singh: $TSLA bout to rip https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-14/china-is-leading-the-world-to-an-electric-car-future
Rishesh Singh: $TSLA Musk says Tesla acquired trucking capacity to ensure Model 3 delivery by Dec 31
Tesla Long: $TSLA Another frozen shut car for bears here... oh wait it’s not a Tesla so don’t mention it to people https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dlc5Hmsm
Tesla Long: $TSLA Bears you gonna lose. The arguments by these CNBC bears are idiotic! Andrew Left the bear camp hah https://youtu.be/RJPpWHQc9p0
Angry Panda: $TSLA gonna be glorious tomorrow..... Powell was very optimistic about the economy.... reiterated twice.... I smell bear fear...
Dexter Wilson: $TSLA Here is a great resource for Bulls, also maybe shorts can get a clue as to what they are in for! https://twitter.com/nykchannel/status/1063128324711596038?s=21

Declared Tesla Bear
Nov 14, 2018: Bearish User (DoctorBurry) Message Posted About Tesla
Lots of great companies with strong mgmt teams, profits and cashflows on sale. Why would anyone buy into this $TSLA fraud
Nov 15, 2018: Notable Posts in DoctorBurry’s Newsfeed (0 Bullish, 12 Bearish)
posicaprinia: $TSLA They really need this over $360 in a hurry, and keep it up there. Musky will continue tweeting to try to get the price there. Scammer
posicaprinia: $TSLA Heed caution folks. 20%+ correction coming soon? https://twitter.com/EconguyRosie/status/1063159726324834306
posicaprinia: $TSLA Pray for the nasdaq tomorrow. NVDA down 14% AH
posicaprinia: $TSLA not sure how they are going to get this to $360 and keep it up there. Will take an intervention from the lord and savior (Elon Musk)
ThePatrickBateman1: $TSLA only sold 20,000 vehicles last month but has one of greatest market caps of all autos. Total joke Big Short
ThePatrickBateman1: @HeyGuy @DoctorBurry superior LOL LOL LOL $TSLA doors and windows don’t work in cold weather and spontaneously combust in hot weather
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